Abstract-Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) offer an unprecedented set of capabilities for many civilian and military missions, including those pertaining to surveillance, monitoring, and detection. In fact, as UAVs continue to become less expensive and easy to operate, they have also become more capable in executing complex mission objectives. In the meantime, the higher levels of maneuverability and dynamic capability for UAVs have necessitated the design of efficient algorithms for conflict resolution among them when operating in close proximity of each other. In this paper, we consider a variant of multiple UAV collision avoidance referred to as the Deconfliction problem. We then proceed to develop a multiple UAV deconfliction algorithm via appropriate navigation-or potential-functions. The proposed method combines conflict prediction and resolution, navigation, and control of the unmanned flying vehicles while respecting specific mission requirements. Refinements of the basic control module synthesized from the navigation function approach, in terms of augmenting it with a "moving target" and velocity control, are also discussed. A representative set of simulation scenarios concludes the paper.
I. INTRODUCTION
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) offer an unprecedented set of capabilities for many civilian and military missions, including those pertaining to surveillance, monitoring, and detection. Modern unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are becoming smaller, faster, and yet capable of executing more complex missions. Rapid technological advances have made UAVs less expensive to build and operate. On-board computation and communication capability of UAVs have also expanded rapidly in the past few years-making formation flying groups of UAVs to accomplish increasingly demanding mission objectives a reality. In the meantime, the higher levels of maneuverability A. Rahmani, K. Kosuge, and M. Mesbahi are with the Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics, University of Washington, Box 352400, Seattle, WA 98195-2400; Emails: {arahmani + kosugeku + mesbahi}@aa.washington.edu. The research of these authors has been supported by a grant from the Boeing Company. T. Tsukamaki is with Phantom Works, The Boeing Company; Email: takashi.tsukamaki@boeing.com and dynamic capability for UAVs have necessitated the design of efficient algorithms for their operational safety when they operate in close proximity of each other. In fact, collision avoidance for multiple robotic systems, including UAVs, has been the subject of a number of research work in the last several years. In [5] , for example, the authors propose a centralized conflict resolution algorithm that is based on a class of optimization problems known as semidefinite programming. While in the aforementioned work, the proposed centralized off-line and on-line path planning and mission control minimize the overall probability of conflicts between UAVs, a decentralized on-line control scheme is often more effective in complex environments, crowded with buildings, manned and unmanned aircraft, and restricted operational zones far away from the command post [13] .
With the goal of introducing the algorithmic aspects of collision avoidance shortly, we often consider individual UAV to be surrounded by three virtual spheresor zones-each specifying distinct levels of safety constraints. These virtual spheres include: (1) the collision zone, (2) the protected zone, and (3) the alert zone; see Figure 1 . A conflict or loss of separation between a pair of UAVs occurs when their protected zones overlap. A group of UAVs are considered safe when their trajectories are such that their protected zones never overlap [11] . Conflict prediction and resolution with respect to these zones have extensively been studied in the air traffic control community. In this paper, we will focus on a particular conflict-avoidance maneuver for multiple UAVs referred to as deconfliction. While collision avoidance is a last resort maneuver to prevent a collision between multiple UAVs, i.e., the overlap of their respective collision zones, deconfliction is a more planned gentle maneuver that can ensure safe and conflict-free operation for each aircraft while keeping them close to their nominal trajectory. Our approach to deconfliction will adopt navigation or potential functions as its core module. A navigation essentially landscapes the configuration space of a UAV, in such a way that the necessary vehicle control law-taking the vehicle to the goal point while avoiding the constraints-can be constructed by following its negative gradient. Utilizing potential functions as the means of combined path planning and obstacle avoidance for a group of mobile agents has been very successful in robotics and aerospace applications. Most of the work in this area-howeveraddress situations where the environment has static obstacles, and agents (e.g., robots) are capable of slowing down to a virtual halt. An abbreviated list of research works on navigation functions, directly influencing our approach to UAV deconfliction includes: Rimon and Koditschek introduction of an analytical navigation function for robot obstacle avoidance in a generalized star world in [12] , the analytic convergence analysis for the above class of navigation functions in [7] , and Fox et al. work on including the dynamics of the robot in the navigation function using the dynamic window approach (DWA) [4] . Other works in this area include those by Brock and Khatib [2] , extending the results of [4] to the case of holonomic robots, Ogren and Leonard work [8] , providing convergence proofs for a class of combined CLF/DWA navigation, and finally, the work of Tanner and Kumar [10] and that of Gennaro and Jadbabaie [1] , who have taken steps toward decentralized multiple robot trajectory planning via navigation functions.
The contribution of the present paper is two-folds. On one hand, we demonstrate how multiple UAV deconfliction can be approached by synthesizing suitable navigation functions. On the other hand, we show how various specific mission requirements can be embedded in the construction of the navigation function, making them suitable of UAV applications. We then discuss representative set of simulation results to verify the viability of the proposed method.
II. NAVIGATION FUNCTIONS
In this section, we introduce the core module that is subsequently used and augmented for constructing the deconfliction navigation function. For this purpose, the notion of free configuration space for each UAV becomes essential. This region of the state space, denoted by F i , is obtained by starting with the original configuration space for the UAV, C i -in our case, the alert zone of the UAV-and taking out the union of obstacles projected onto the configuration space, P Ci (O j ), or O ij in short. These obstacles include the static obstacles (such as buildings and no-fly zones) and protected zones of other nearby UAVs. Hence, for each i, one has
We assume a sphere world for our configuration spacehence, our free configuration space will be a sphere that has been punctured by spheres representing the obstacles. Our approach readily generalizes to other geometric objects for the underlying configuration space, e.g., a star world; for more on such a generalization refer to [12] .
Having the ambient free configuration space, the goal of UAV path planning is now to move from an initial state q o to a desired state q d , both in the interior of F i , while avoiding the regions marked by O ij . Hence, the path planning algorithm for a UAV provides means of generating collision-free paths between initial and desired points, i.e., it generates the required mapping
with fixed terminal conditions in the free configuration space. Generally an autopilot is designed to make the UAV follow the reference trajectory generated by the path-planning algorithm.
Navigation functions facilitate the design of combined path-planning and path-following modules in the following way. After forming a suitable navigation function, V : F → R, the control input is generated by letting
Consequently, the design effort in the navigation function approach is mostly spent towards constructing appropriate navigation functions for a given application. The framework of navigation functions has been useful in the generation of the control mechanism in multiple UAV settings. This is due to the fact that deconfliction in the presence of moving obstacles requires either computation of a class of reference trajectories in advance or online trajectory planning. Taking the limited on-board computation resources into account, generating control laws that are computationally expensive may prove to be infeasible and/or impractical. Navigation functions provide a streamlined means of generating control inputs due to the local nature of gradient computations.
A. Admissible navigation functions
The trajectory of a dissipative mechanical system with an admissible potential, asymptotically approaches a state that corresponds to the minimum potential value. Using this principle, Khatib [6] proposed an artificial potential that could be employed for navigating a robot to desired destination while avoiding obstacles. The navigation functions of interest for robotic applications need to have a few properties that would guarantee desirable features for the resulting trajectories. For example, in order to avoid being trapped in a local minima, the potential should be a Morse function, i.e., a function whose Hessian (the matrix of its second derivatives) is not singular at its critical points. This requirement, on the other hand, is equivalent to not having degenerate critical points for the navigation function, preventing steering the robot towards an unstable equilibrium point [12] . A navigation function should also be polar at destination state q d , i.e., it has to have a unique minimum at desired state to guarantee convergence to that state by following its negative gradient. Smoothness of the potential in terms of continuity of the entries of its Hessian, is also required to effectively compute the desired control actions.
Definition 2.1 ( [12] ): Let F denote the free configuration space and q d ∈ F be the goal point for the UAV. A map V : F → R is a navigation function for the UAV if it is 1) a Morse function, 2) smooth on F, 3) polar at q d , and 4) admissible on F.
B. Constructing the navigation function
Navigation functions are constructed and tailored in the context of specific applications. While analytical navigations functions have been popular choices in the robotics community [6] , [12] , numerically constructed navigation functions have also been used in recent works [8] .
A broad class of navigation functions are parameterized as
for suitable functions γ i and β i and parameter k. The function γ i is often defined as the distance to the goal by
where q ∈ F is the current state for the group of UAVs at which we calculate the potential, and . denotes standard Euclidean norm; q i and q di are, respectively, the current state and the desired state of the i-th UAV. Let the configuration space be the interior of a disk centered at q c with radius ρ c . Obstacles can then be defined as disks of radius ρ j centered at q j ; Figure  ( 2) depicts this setup. The obstacle function, β i (q), is constructed by considering the product of pairwise obstacle functions and that of the configuration space, i.e.,
where
and β(r ij ) is a continuous function of the form
Figure (3) depicts the form of this function when f (r ij ) is a high-order polynomial. The obstacle function is uniformly zero on the boundaries, and it assumes the value of unit when the UAV is farther than max j δ j (radius of protected zone) away from the boundary. When the state of the agent q is on the boundary of F i , one has β i (q) = 0 and (2) achieves its maximum value of one. Moreover, V i (q) is zero only when γ i (q) = 0, so it's polar at q d . This function is in fact a smooth Morse function that maps the free configuration space for each UAV to the unit interval
We note that the shape of the potential function changes with number, size, and position of obstacles, as well as the position of the desired target point in the configuration space. On the other hand, Figure 4 shows that the shape of the potential is relatively insensitive to the exact choice of the configuration space-as long as it contains the same class of obstacles and the target point in its interior. Since gradient computation is local in nature, one can choose the configuration space to be large enough in order to rewrite β i (q) as product of pairwise obstacle functions only, i.e.,
The parameter k in (2) is a design factor; it is used to change the slope of the potential function (2). Figure 5 depicts the effect of k on the shape of the navigation function. Lower values of k put more emphasis on the obstacles, while higher values emphasize attraction toward the target state. A balanced k is crucial to guarantee the required performance for the resulting control law. As the value of the potential depends on many parameters, in our simulations we have chosen the value of k such that a state far away from the boundary and the target has a value of 0.5 (note that V : F → [0, 1]). We point out that in our setup each obstacle is defined by its center, radius, and effective distance, and all these parameters are allowed to be functions of time. The potential defined in (2) is an implicit function of time and can be used for UAV navigation as long as maneuvers are less dynamic in relation with the computational requirement associated with the navigation function.
III. UAV DECONFLICTION
In this section, we assume that UAVs are required to fly on a straight path between start (WP1) and terminal (WP2) way points, unless a possible conflict is detected. Deconfliction maneuver should thus avoid entering other vehicles' protected zone, or other no-fly zones, while flying as close as possible to the nominal path. Finally, it is desired to have the maneuver commands be within the operational range of the UAVs. Figure 6 illustrates some of these concepts.
A. Velocity control
By construction, the navigation function introduced in (2) has a unique minimum at the desired target state. Following the negative gradient of this potential, each Fig. 6 . Each UAV attempts to fly as close as possible to the nominal straight path between WP1 and WP2 while avoiding other UAVs UAV will be steered toward its target point. Reference velocity of each UAV is then of the form
As the gradient of the potential function is a local construct, only the potential values at the neighborhood of the desired state is required to numerically calculate the gradient. This, on the other hand, significantly reduces the computational time as compared with gradient computations for numerically formed potentials.
B. Refined acceleration control
Unmanned aerial vehicles often fly near an almost constant nominal speed and can not slow down or speed up beyond the stall and maximum continuous speeds, respectively. Hence, instantaneous control of velocity, as suggested in (6), is often an infeasible option for UAV control. Controlling vehicles' acceleration and bounding desired speed fluctuation provides a more realistic control strategy. Conner et al. [3] has introduced a control policy based on the current position and velocity of the vehicle and the desired velocity for static obstacle avoidance. In the present work, we have modified this approach to accommodate for the moving obstacles and time varying potential. In this venue, the input to the second order system q(t) = u(t) assumes the form
where K > 1 is the "velocity regulation" gain that acts to decrease the error between actual and desired velocities, and the feed-forward term,
accounts for the changes in potential slope as we move in theq i direction. This terms also enables the system to exactly track v i (q) once the error has converged to zero. Moreover, the desired velocity is calculated as the gradient of the navigation function at UAV's predicted location by putting a zero order hold on its velocity for the next time step. Subsequently, this value, i.e., v i (q), is passed through a band-pass filter that bounds the commanded speed between the maximum and minimum allowable UAV speeds.
C. Path following
In order to keep the UAVs close to their nominal paths and to incorporate Time of Arrival (ToA) to WP2 requirement, for each UAV, we have introduced a moving target, q di (t), that linearly moves along the nominal path of vehicle i between WP1, and WP2. The moving target provides an attractive force for the vehicle to move on a straight path. Closer attraction point also creates a steeper gradient toward the nominal path-essentially-emulating the presence of a virtual leader.
Alternately, we can incorporate a path attracting term in the potential function, sloping the potential towards the path and ultimately towards the goal. We find the distance to nominal path as
and modify the goal function (3) as a weighted sum of distance to goal and distance to nominal path
where q si and d di are respectively the starting and ending way points for vehicle i, K p provides a balance between goal and path attraction, and the β function is the barrier function defined in (5) which dims the effect of path attraction when the vehicle is closer than r p to the goal point. Figure (7) portrays the effect of the path attraction term in landscaping the potential function.
D. Swirling effect
A swirling effect is added to the gradient of the potential at the nearest obstacle position. The swirling effect acts as an advance alert and breaks the symmetry of degenerate cases by turning right with respect to the other vehicle. Swirling gradient addition has an effective radius of r s , max relative size of K s , with respect to the norm of the gradient, at the obstacle point and dims to zero in a pattern similar to barrier function (5) at r s .
where v i (q) is the gradient of the potential function acting as the reference velocity (6), q o is the position of the nearest obstacle, andk z is unit vector in the z direction. Figure 8 pictures the swirling effect added to the direction of the gradient. 
IV. SIMULATION
We have developed a deconfliction software testbed based on the various modules that have been presented in this paper. This has been done both for situations involving constant altitude (2D) and variable altitude (3D) conflict resolution. The software has three distinct blocks: simulation, controller, and visualization. Figure 9 shows the layout for the deconfliction software testbed.
The simulation block is the interface of the software and accepts the initial conditions and way points of the UAVs and other possible obstacles. It assumes a point mass model for UAVs with bounded speed. The controller block computes the navigation function for each individual UAV at each time step. For the current implementation, the configuration space is chosen to be the sphere enclosing all the UAV way points. A moving target generator, computes the desired position of each UAV based on its way points and ToA (time of arrival). The gradient of the navigation function is treated as the desired velocity and is passed through a band pass filter. The acceleration input for each vehicle is then computed based on the desired velocity and a feed-forward term. At last, a separate subroutine visualizes the output in 2D and 3D. Figure 10 depicts the path of two UAVs flying North-South and West-East at the nominal speed. Without a deconfliction algorithm these UAVs would have collided with each other. In case when the desired velocity is used directly (Figure 10-a) , UAVs tend to have tight turns as no knowledge of the future configuration is embedded in the control algorithm. While using a feed-forward term and an acceleration input improve this behavior (Figure 10-b) , the unbounded velocity drives the UAVs to speed up way beyond their capabilities-in this case-up to twenty times their nominal speeds (Figure 10-d the desired velocity through a filter and restricting it to 10% change in nominal speed (this is usually the performance limit for small UAVs), results in a smoother and more gentle maneuver (Figure 10-c) , and in most cases keeps the actual speed within the desired range (Figure 10-e) . The testbed is capable of simulating an environment crowded with static and dynamic obstacles. Figure 11 captures the path of four UAVs flying from the corners of an imaginary square to the respective opposite corners. For this simulation scenario, we have forced a planar (co-altitude) conflict resolution. As this figure shows, the four UAVs avoid each other's protected zone by turning in a roundabout fashion around the potential conflict point. We portrait the effect of swirling function in figure 12 .
The head on flight ,where the two UAVs try to switch their position, and the 120 degree seprated planar deconfliction are among the symmetric cases that fail to properly simulate without the swirling term. In the head on case the original gradient points to the center of the other vehicle and basically drive them towards eachother and creates a virtual stagnation point on the intersection of the protected sphere and the line connecting two vehicles, then vehicles should turn around the protected sphere of each other. But, as the conditions are symmetric they should choose the same direction and create a virtual halt at the midway. As UAVs can't slow down beyond the stall speed the original potential will not perform under these degenerate cases.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we have provided a method for multiple UAV deconfliction, in presence of static and dynamic obstacles, that is based on the navigation function method. An analytical navigation function has been chosen to provide fast and efficient calculation of UAVs desired velocities, while satisfying the requirements of a dynamic environment. The mission specific restrictions, such as way point flying, limited speed variation, as well as limited on-board computation power, have been taken into consideration. Finally, a deconfliction software testbed has been developed and elaborated upon.
We point out that while the proposed framework provides reliable control for UAV deconfliction, velocity limits might prevent effective deconfliction in extremely busy environments. As we mentioned earlier in the paper, deconfliction is to avoid intersection of UAVs' protected zone when possible, while an underlying collision avoidance controller would guarantee the safety of UAVs by keeping them outside of others' collision zones.
